In vitro selection of scFv and its production: an application of mRNA display and wheat embryo cell-free and E. coli cell production system.
Synthetic DNA libraries encoding human antibody V(L) and V(H) fragments were designed, constructed, and enriched using mRNA display. The enriched libraries were then combined to construct a scFv library for mRNA display. Sequencing revealed that 46% of the library coded for full-length scFvs. Considering the number of molecules used in mRNA display, the size of the library displayed was calculated to be >10(10). To verify this, we tried to isolate a scFv against human RANK. A scFv was successfully isolated in the sixth round of panning and was synthesized in wheat embryo cell-free (WE) and Escherichia coli cell systems. In the WE system, even though the production level was high, the product was almost soluble. However, in the E. coli system, it was over-produced as inclusion bodies. The inclusion bodies were successfully refolded and showed approximately the same binding affinity as the WE product. These results demonstrate that using mRNA display with synthetic libraries and WE and E. coli cell production systems, a system for in vitro selection and small- to large-scale production of scFvs has been established.